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SHAPE OUTCOMES 
S1.H3 
Fitness activities 
Demonstrates competency in 1 or more specialized skills in health-related fitness activities. (S1.H3.L1) 
S2.H2 
Movement concepts, principles & knowledge 
Uses movement concepts and principles (e.g., force, motion, rotation) to analyze and improve performance of self 
and/or others in a selected skill.27 (S2.H2.L1) 
S2.H3 
Movement concepts, principles & knowledge 
Creates a practice plan to improve performance for a self- selected skill. (S2.H3.L1) 
Identifies the stages of learning a motor skill. (S2.H3.L2) 
S3.H7 
Fitness knowledge 
Demonstrate appropriate technique in resistance-training machines and free weights.(S3.H7.L1) 
S3.H9 
Fitness knowledge 
Identifies types of strength exercises (isometric, concentric, eccentric) and stretching exercises (static, proprioceptive 
neuromuscular facilitation (PNF), dynamic) for personal fitness development (e.g., strength, endurance, range of 
motion).40 (S3.H9.L1) 
Personal responsibility 
Employs effective self-management skills to analyze barriers and modify physical activity patterns appropriately, as 
needed.(S4.H1.L1) 
S4.H2 
Rules & etiquette 
Exhibits proper etiquette, respect for others and teamwork while engaging in physical activity and/or social dance. 
(S4.H2.L1) 
S4.H3 
Working with others 
Uses communication skills and strategies that promote team/ group dynamics. (S4.H3.L1) 
Assumes a leadership role (e.g., task or group leader, referee, coach) in a physical activity setting. (S4.H3.L2) 
S4.H4 
Working with others 
Solves problems and thinks critically in physical activity and/ or dance settings, both as an individual and in groups. 
(S4.H4.L1) 
 
CA STATE SUBSTANDARDS 
High School Course 3F: Weight Training and Fitness 
STANDARD 1:  
1.1       Explain the principles of biomechanics of first-, second-, and third-class levers and apply 
 those principles to a variety of lifting techniques. 
1.2  Observe and analyze the lifting techniques of another person (or oneself through video) 
 and write an analysis of the performance. 
1.5  Measure and assess multiple performances of another person in the following areas: 
 balance, reaction time, agility, coordination, power, and speed. 
1.6  Identify and apply the principles of biomechanics necessary for the safe and successful 
 performance of weight training. 
1.8  Demonstrate independent learning of movement skills in weight training 
STANDARD 2:  
2.3  Assess multiple performances of another person in the following areas: muscular strength, muscular 
endurance, cardiorespiratory endurance, and flexibility. 
STANDARD 3: 
3.1  Display safe and responsible behavior while training. 



3.4  Develop personal goals to improve performance in weight training and fitness. 
3.6  Evaluate the risks and safety factors that may affect participation in weight training and 
 fitness throughout a lifetime. 
3.7  Explain how to select and modify weight-training and fitness activities to allow for 
 participation by younger children, the elderly, and individuals with special needs. 
3.8  Analyze the role of social interaction in the successful participation in and enjoyment of 
 weight-training and fitness activities. 
3.9  Assist others in the achievement of their fitness goals. 
Common Core Learning Standards ELA: Science and Technical Subjects 
Key Ideas and Details: 
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RST.11-12.2 
Determine the central ideas or conclusions of a text; summarize complex concepts, processes, or information 
presented in a text by paraphrasing them in simpler but still accurate terms. 
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RST.11-12.3 
Follow precisely a complex multistep procedure when carrying out experiments, taking measurements, or performing 
technical tasks; analyze the specific results based on explanations in the text. 
Craft and Structure: 
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RST.11-12.4 
Determine the meaning of symbols, key terms, and other domain-specific words and phrases as they are used in a 
specific scientific or technical context relevant to grades 11-12 texts and topics. 
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas: 
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RST.11-12.7 
Integrate and evaluate multiple sources of information presented in diverse formats and media (e.g., quantitative data, 
video, multimedia) in order to address a question or solve a problem. 
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RST.11-12.9 
Synthesize information from a range of sources (e.g., texts, experiments, simulations) into a coherent understanding 
of a process, phenomenon, or concept, resolving conflicting information when possible. 
Assessment:   
Rubric, Task sheet, exit ticket (see attached) 
Academic Language: Specially language function via comparing and contrasting, describing, and providing partner 
feedback.  Additionally, skill specific vocabulary will be used (see below for details) 
Instructional Materials  

- 7 kettlebells (18#)     - 7 kettlebells (26#)     - 7 kettlebells (35#)     - 7 kettlebells (44#)     - 40 PVC pipes     - 
tape (to create a grid layout for workout)     - 2 projectors (to display cues)     -14 large cones  -5 whiteboards 

Provisions for Special Need of the activity(Not students) and any Safety Considerations: 
- SAFETY CONSIDERATION: to reduce the possibility of injury, students will keep the kettle bells and any 

other exercise equipment under their feet during instruction.   
Central Focus of the Lesson:  

- Allow students to learn functional exercises (KettleBell Swing  & Windmill) using differentiated instruction 
Student’s Prior Knowledge: 

- Any experiences with weight training or fitness will increase student involvement. 
Learning Objectives: Each objective should say what they are doing, describe the task, and be measurable. 
Cognitive Domain: TSWBAT identify 3 correct cues used for the kettlebell swing and windmill during the group 
activity. 
Affective Domain: TSWBAT demonstrate sportspersonship by hi-fiving 2 other students after the group activity. 
Psychomotor Domain: TSWBAT perform a proper kettlebell swing/ windmill at least 5 times during the group 
activity. 
This Lesson’s Greatest Health Enhancing Area for Improved Physical Fitness (Check all that apply): 
Cardiovascular Endurance, Muscular Strength, Muscular Endurance 
Learning Task One: Preparing for the Lesson (warm-up, word web, etc., include lesson purpose stated to students) 
“Alright scholars, let me have you gather around me and listen to directions!” 
“When I say ‘GO,’ you all will grab a PVC pipe and proceed to make a class-wide circle.  I want you stand your PVC 
pipes upright.  From there, you will receive one of two commands.  When I say ‘LEFT,’ you will let go of your PVC 
pipe and proceed to run to the closest PVC pipe to your left.  When I say ‘RIGHT,’ you will let go of your PVC pipe 
and proceed to run to the closest PVC pipe to the right.  
“So how are you supposed to have your PVC pipes? (In a circle.  Upright).  When I say LEFT or RIGHT, what must 
you do before you run to the next PVC pipe (let go of your PVC pipe in hand).  What must EVERYONE do for 
EACH PVC pipe dropped? (3 jumping jacks).  Good, now that you guys understand the rules, we are ready to move 



forward.  Ready, and ‘GO!’”   
Inclusion for IEP: N/A 
Task Variations:   
- Shorten/lengthen the distance between each PVC pipe to increase difficulty as needed. 
- Increase the speed of the cues to increase difficulty 
Instructional Prompts and Student Cues:  
Class Organization:   
_ ☒ General Space    Total time: 3-5 minutes 
Learning Task Two (First activity): 
“Today will be working on is the kettlebell swing.  For now, we will take the kettle bell from under our hips to our 
eye level in one swing.  In order to properly perform the kettle bell swing, you must be heavy on your heels.  While 
maintain a loose grip on the kettle bell, you will use an aggressive hip drive (hip extension) to drive the kettle bell 
from between your legs to your eye level.  Remember class, hips go BACK and FORTH, not UP and DOWN like a 
squat.  Once that bell gets to your eye level, have a slight lean backwards and stay heavy on your heels while the bell 
proceeds to descend.  The reason for leaning back is to counteract the weight from pulling you forward and setting 
yourself up for the next rep.” 
“Okay, so to make sure you guys have a decent idea of what to do, lets do a quick review.  Where should a majority 
of your weight be placed when performing the swing? (Heels).  What motion do you perform with the hips? (Back 
and forth. Aggressive hip extension).  Once the bell gets to eye level, what must you do to counteract the weight? 
(Lean back.  Sit on your heels).  Awesome class!  I will break you up into group of 2-3.  Within your groups, each 
person perform 5 kettle bell swings before the next student practices.  For the partners who are not performing the 
exercise, I want you to observe your partner performing the exercise and give them positive feedback and critique. 
Extension:  

- If off-task behavior becomes eminent during the class, have students in groups of 2. 
- For students who understand the KBS, have them attempt the American swing.  Cue to them a more 

aggressive hip drive, followed by a strong grip at the top of the swing 
Inclusion for IEP: 
N/A 
Task Variation:   
- If students are having a difficult time with the KBS, have them work with a lighter weight. 
- Students may be eager to have a tight grip prior to the swing.  Help fix this problem by physically shaking their 
arms, telling them to “relax the grip” 
 Instructional Prompts and Student Cues:  

- “Feet hip width apart” OR “Assume an athletic stance” 
- “Stay heavy on the heels” 
- “Relax the grip” OR “Pinch the thumb to the index and middle fingers” 
- “AGGRESSIVE HIP DRIVE” 
- “Lean back as soon as the bell starts to fall down” 

Class Organization:   
_☒    Identified Groups    Total time: 5-7 minutes 
Learning Task Three (Second activity): 
“The next exercise we will be working on is the kettlebell windmill.  Proceed to get the kettle bell overhead with a 
clean and press.  We will work the right side first so it will be easier to understand.  Once overhead, make sure the 
bell, right shoulder, and right heel have vertical alignment, meaning they are all stacked among one another.  Once 
you have vertical alignment, proceed to turn both feet toward your left side (away from the kettle bell), approximately 
45 degrees.  Once your feet are turned away from the kettle bell, proceed to push your right hip away from your 
midline and attempt to have your left fingertips touch the floor.  The kettlebell and your left fingertips should also 
have vertical alignment.  Once you go as far as your range of motion (ROM) allows, bring your right hip back to the 
midline.” 
 
“So, to review the step of the windmill, what am I looking for in relation to the kettle bell and your heels? (Vertical 
alignment).  Do your feet face the same or opposite direction of the kettle bell? (Away. Around 45 degrees).  How do 
I bring my fingertips to the floor? (Push right hip away from the midline.)  What if the kettle bell is in our left hand?  
What direction do we push our hips in? (Left).  Awesome job guys, get into your groups of 2-3 and perform 5 reps on 
your right side, then switch partners.  Once everyone has practiced their right side, then move on the left side. 
Extension:  

- For students who understand the windmill, have them proceed to place their palms on the floor instead of 
the their fingertips. 



Inclusion for IEP: 
N/A 
Task Variation:   
- If students have poor ROM in their hips, have them go as far as proper technique allows 
 Instructional Prompts and Student Cues:  

- “Feet hip width apart” OR “Assume an athletic stance” 
- “Stay heavy on the heels” 
- “Vertical alignment” OR “Bell, shoulder, and heels in the same line” 
- “Feet away from the bell” 
- “Push your hips out” 

Class Organization:   
_☒    Identified Groups    Total time: 5-7 minutes 
Learning Task Four (Third activity/workout): 
*Transition students into the workout 
Create 4 lanes, with approximately 10 rows.  At the beginning and end of the columns, the specific exercises (KBS 
and windmill) will be performed.  Overhead projections of the exercise cues will be shown, along with a student 
checklist for their partner to check off during exercise; this will reinforce proper technique.  The other 6 rows will 
include common exercise that a majority of students have knowledge about: (1) air squats, (2) single/double unders, 
(3) burpees, (4) Step ups/box jumps, (5) skaters, (6) agility ladder.  Teacher assessment will take place with a rubric 
Total time: 12-15 minutes 
Teacher’s Verbal Closure to Students: 
What is the importance of functional movements? (Movements that will improve your daily activities of life, or ADL) 
What cue helped you understand the kettle bell swing the most?  Or if you already knew the swing prior to class, what 
key concepts did you remember?     Hand out exit ticket        Total time: 1-2 minutes 
Instructional strategies used in this lesson:   
Differentiated Instruction:   
1. Gardner's Theory of Multiple Intelligence: 
(Interpersonal via reciprocal task sheet, Intrapersonal via whiteboard work,  Musical via times beats, Logical 
Analytical via heart rate formula, Kinesthetic via movement, Spatial/Visual via photos and drawing, Linguistic via 
reading and writing.) 
2. Learning Profile: Taking in, exploring, expressing the activity.  Allowing the students to practice at their own pace, 
take breaks when needed,  extent or simplify task based on flexibility.  
3.  Content, Product, and Process:   Content via group work and photos/written cues, Process via movement task 
modification, Product via 3 forms of assessment (Exit ticket, Task sheet, Authentic Rubric) 
4. Tiered Activity via 5 part lesson. 
5. Inquiry based-learning via question section as the final exit ticket item. 
6. Culturally responsive pedagogy via flexible grouping and jigsaw modification (field independent vs. field 
dependent) 
References/Research:  
Gardner, H. 2006, Tomlinson, C.A. 2014, Tomlinson & Moon, 2014. 
  



NOTES:  What is the difference between a squat and a KB swing? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Exit Ticket: 
Please Draw(or write cues) either the windmill or swing using stick/line figures and four stages: 

Phase one: Phase two: Phase three: Phase four: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Please write down one exercise based question you want answered by the end of the quarter. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
How many hi-fives did you give and why? 
 
 
 
 
Reciprocal Task Sheet:  Yes or No    

Windmill: 
________“Feet hip width apart” OR “Assume an 
athletic stance” 
 
_________“Stay heavy on the heels” 
 
_________“Vertical alignment” OR “Bell, shoulder, 
and heels in the same line” 
 
_________“Feet away from the bell” 
 
__________“Push your hips out” 
 

Swing: 
_________“Feet hip width apart” OR “Assume an 
athletic stance” 
 
___________“Stay heavy on the heels” 
 
___________“Relax the grip” OR “Pinch the thumb to 
the index and middle fingers” 
 
___________“AGGRESSIVE HIP DRIVE” 
 
___________“Lean back as soon as the bell starts to 
fall down” 
 

NAME: NAME: 
 

 
  



KETTLEBELL SWING 
This rubric will help to grade skill level of students in kettlebell swings mechanics.  To achieve a skill number, 
students must demonstrate all of the skills in that scoring level. Emphasis is on the process and mechanics of 
the skill during the actual activity. Only score during main activity by watching 3-5 reps per student. 

 
 

Skill 

Number 

Mechanics and Cues of Skill 

1 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
2 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
3 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
4 

Basic Skill Level 

Weight rotates from heels to toes 

Hands are not clasped together using proper grip 

Students arms are bent before they swing 

Student swings arms at the improper time and poor good contact with the ball 

traveling over the net 0-25% of the time 

Student squats 

Elementary Skill Level 

Weight on heels 50% of the time 

Hands are not clasped together using proper grip 

Students arms are slightly bent before they swing 

Student swings arms at the proper time  

Hip thrust 25-50% of the time 
Student Cadence off 

Intermediate Skill Level 

Weight on heels 50-75% of time 
Hands are clasped together using lose grip on the horn 

Students arms are straight before they swing 

Student swings arms at the proper time  

Hip thrust 50-75% of the  time 

Student cadence is nearly perfect 

Advanced Skill Level 

Weight on heels about 75% 

Hands are clasped together using proper lose grip on horn 

Students arms are straight before they swing 

Student swings arms at the proper time  

Hip thrust 100% of the time 

Student cadence is perfect 
Name: Attempt: Attempt: Attempt: Hi-Five 
     
     
     
     
 


